America’s Center project may benefit North County

Proposal would allow for borrowing from hotel-motel tax to fund recreation complex

BY JIM HETTELER • St. Louis Post-Dispatch

JEFFERSON CITY • Missouri lawmakers are considering two proposals that would restrict local governments from imposing tough standards or large animal feeding operations, or CAFOs, that may benefit commercial interests over health and safety.

State lawmakers seek to ease rules on animal farms

Local health ordinances are impeding industry, they say

BY JACOB FERRER • Page A6

Tuesday, April 16, 2019

Trump ratchets up attacks with Mueller report near release

WASHINGTON • The president isn’t waiting. As Washington counts down the final hours until publication of the redacted special counsel report — now expected Thursday — Donald Trump stepped up his attacks Monday in an effort to undermine potential disclosures on Russia and the Trump campaign and the aftermath.

P-D columnist Messenger wins Pulitzer

BY DAVID HENN • St. Louis Post-Dispatch

St. Louis Post-Dispatch metro columnist Tony Messenger has won the Pulitzer Prize for commentary for a series of columns about debtors prisons in Missouri, the Pulitzer awards committee announced Monday.

Associated Press

ASSOCIATED PRESS PARIS • A massive fire engulfed the upper reaches of Paris’ soaring Notre Dame Cathedral as it was undergoing renovations Monday, threatening one of the greatest architectural treasures of the Western world.

Streets below.

Paris Fire Chief Jean-Claude Gallet said the blaze collapsed the cathedral’s spire and spread to one of its landmark rectangular towers, but Paris Fire Chief Jean-Claude Gallet said the church’s structure had been saved little incentive to maintain the landscape. owned by large companies with no local ties and concerns about hazardous odors and downstream pollution caused by concentrated animal feeding operations. Proponents of the local rules say state Depart- ment of Natural Resources regulations are weak and the farming operations in question are often owned by large companies with no local ties and little incentive to maintain the landscape. They also say the bylaw’s geographic focus would help

Report near release
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